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Project #4 Designing a Register Array and an ALU

Implementation due the week of April 14
Report due on April 21

SUMMARY

    The purpose of this lab is to design a 2-register array and an arithmetic logic unit. The system should have a 4-bit data bus and should be capable of executing all of the following microinstructions.


                  A <-- SHL A
                  A <-- SHR A
                  A <-- M[  ]
                  A <-- value
                  A <-- B
                  A <-- A - 1
                  A <-- A + 1
                  A <-- A + B
                  A <-- A - B
                  A <-- A and B
                  A <-- A or B
                  B <-- A

Register A is the accumulator and is the only place the output of the ALU goes. The only source of data for register B is register A. Register A has four data sources: ALU, memory M[ ], direct input(value), and B-register. The ALU should output a four-bit result plus carry-out and one line for (A=B). You may implement carry-out anyway you like for the logic functions as long as it has the usual definition for the arithmetic functions.

Modules have been provided in both VHDL (reg4.vhd) and Verilog (reg4.v) to represent 16 4-bit registers for memory M[].  The register bank module includes two read register address inputs (4-bits each), one write register address input(4-bits), a write-enable signal input (1-bit), a write data input(4-bit) and two read data outputs (4-bits). On the positive edge of the write-enable input, the register bank will update the contents of the register at the write address with whatever data is on the write data bus. The read data outputs are output asynchronously – i.e. they are a function of the read register addresses.

The lab report for this project should contain a schematic and a list of the names of the control signals you used. You should also have a list of the values of each control signal during each of the operation above.

    Ask TA to initial the printout of your design after he/she checks your work.

